Shawna Pamela Fenner - RESULT: Sensory Ethical Introvert
Shawna demonstrates Alpha values, being a very expressive person who relates emotions to
sensorics (“a deep feeling is a physical experience”). She also shows an interest in “exchange
of ideas” and “exchange of opinions, which is consistent with valued extroverted intuition
and introverted logic. While she displays strength in extroverted sensorics, her attitudes
towards force rule it out as a valued aspect (“I don’t try to force people to do stuff”).
Si + Fe: her lead introverted sensorics is clearly displayed in her confident and very elaborate
answer regarding the fever that also includes an extroverted ethical element (“I see no point
in spending days and days suffering”). She shows a lot of unfiltered spikes of emotions that
are very sincere and raw (creative extroverted ethics). She is mood and emotions-dependent
and understands the question about self-improvement as things she likes doing (“spending
time with friends” and “courses” that she does occasionally when she feels like this) in
addition to the things she does for work. Her distinguishing warm/cold person is also
consistent with extroverted ethics understanding of it.
Te + Ni: Shawna doesn’t use any extroverted logic throughout the questionnaire, while
showing her dislike towards it (“although I liked teaching, I did not like the regimentation...”).
Ne + Ti: Shawna enjoys exchanges of ideas and exploring different perspectives about the
world, as shown in her answer about discussions being aimed at understanding different
perspectives without having to agree (extroverted intuition and introverted logic block). She
clearly favours open-mindedness and flexibility (extroverted intuition). When it comes to
introverted logic, she does not show much use except when she plays with words; however,
the aspect clearly shows up as a value..
Se + Fi: Shawna displays extroverted sensorics multiple times and confidently (“I’ve always
joked if I see someone torturing a kitten – I’d shoot them”, the detailed physical description
of grabbing someone forcefully by the arm). However, she clearly rejects it because she
doesn’t enjoy being regarded as threatening or using force towards others. Her introverted
ethics is also strong, as she often mentions the importance she places on politeness and
respect in the realm of relationships.

